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Use-Cases

Introduction and Goals
Optical Music Recognition (OMR) is the branch of artificial intelligence that
aims at automatically recognizing and understanding musical scores to
enable a machine to comprehend music [1].
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The goal of this research is to teach machines to read music scores
• Humans process information in a hierarchical way, using both top-down
and bottom-up mechanisms with all information available
• Mimic human behavior by applying deep learning techniques
• Evaluate, whether the machine can be trained end-to-end [7,8] on an
extensive datasets, such as MUSCIMA++ [2]
• Train on realistic images of both printed and handwritten scores to gain
robustness and see if it can compensate for incomplete information
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Challenging samples of printed and handwritten music scores [3]

Research Questions
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Experiments and Results

Current and Future Work

Experiment 1
Distinguish music scores from pictures of other things, i.e., train a deep
neural network to learn the concept of “what scores look like” on a dataset of
2000 score images and 3500 images depicting something else.

Experiment 3
Build fully trainable Music Object Detector by adapting state-of-the-art object
detectors and train on handwritten scores of the MUSCIMA++ dataset [2].
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Promising first results from trained Music Object Detector

Results
Human-level performance (> 98% accuracy) on this simple task. Android app,
that performs accurate frame-by-frame classification.
Experiment 2
Build a Music Symbol Classifier, i.e., train a deep neural network to perform
classification of isolated music symbols on the HOMUS dataset [4] of 15200
handwritten symbols belonging to 32 different classes. The dataset is
randomly split per class into 80% training-, 10% validation- and 10% test-data.

Future Work
Build end-to-end trainable neural network to understand the structure of
scores (number of staves and bars), relationships of detected symbols and
semantic rules of sequences. Evaluation how to integrate machine learning
with top-down rulesets, e.g. grammars.
Challenges
• Find suitable representations for storing music that allows a neural
network to be trained on (MIDI, MusicXML, MEI)
• Collect and unify large enough datasets for deep learning (e.g. IMSLP)
• Identify, adapt and train suitable neural network
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